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QUARTERBACK KYLE ORTON 
 
On the mood of the team 
“Really, just excited to get back on the field, excited to get over there — it’s going to be a fun game. Offensively, we are excited to play a good defense and 
go out and put a better effort out there than we did last week.” 
 
On becoming acclimated in London 
“We have done some East Coast games. In fact, we have had a lot of early starts on the East Coast already. So, we will get over there, get acclimated and 
be ready to play.” 
 
On the key to getting off to a good start 
“Really, we just focused all week on starting fast in practice, starting fast in meetings — just being locked in the whole time. That’s the only way you have a 
chance to go out and expect to play well at the start is if you can go out and practice well for three straight days.” 
 
On what the team can do differently to get off to a better start 
“I don’t think it’s anything about the plays (and) I don’t think it’s anything about the scheme; I just think it’s about execution. Whether it is the first quarter or 
the fourth quarter, the drives where we have executed and done the right things, we have had a lot of success.” 
 
On an example of how the team starts a meeting fast 
“(Laughing) For us, we install and you get a lot of information on install and process that. Then, by the time you come out to walkthrough make sure that you 
are doing it right in walkthrough so you can have a chance to go out and do it right in practice. So, I think the focus is just being locked in and mentally ready 
to go at the start of meetings.” 
 
On 49ers LB Patrick Willis 
“He’s a really good player. He is very good in the run game (and) makes a ton of tackles. If you don’t block him, he is going to make the tackle for sure, and 
really (he is) one of the best coverage linebackers in all of football.” 
 
On the expected weather conditions 
“From what I have heard, there’s been a ton of improvements to the field (Wembley Stadium). I think it’s going to be a good surface to play on. It’s a nice 
stadium, I have heard. Certainly, weather-wise we will be dealing with — besides the Jacksonville game — a wet weather game for the first time in a while. 
We have worked with some wet balls and we will be ready to play in cool, damp conditions.” 
 
On whether playing in the rain bothers him much 
“No, wet fields are a chance for big plays on offense. You get a DB (defensive back) to slip or something like that, so I certainly think a wet field is a good 
advantage for the offense.” 
 
On passing the ball to RB Knowshon Moreno 
“I am just going to the open guy. I think our halfbacks can do a good job of catching the ball in space and making some plays with it. There will be some 
chances for them this week to catch the ball — a zone coverage team (San Francisco) and they do a good job of getting depth with their linebackers, so if 
that’s the case, hopefully we can get the ball to our running backs with some space and make some yards after the catch.” 


